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ABSTRACT

ARTICLE HISTORY

In this article, the mechanical aging behavior of lubricating greases with a fibrous structure is
studied by aging fresh samples at controlled shear rates and temperatures in an in-house-made
Couette aging machine. The rheological properties of fresh and aged samples were evaluated in a
plate–plate rheometer. In the absence of oxygen, no chemical reactions occurred. The results
showed that shear degradation is accelerated by increasing the temperature. This thermal effect
can be described by an Arrhenius law. A grease aging master curve was created to describe the
influence of shear and temperature on the mechanical aging of fibrous structured grease. Next,
the model was validated using a conventional grease worker test. Finally, the model was applied
to full ball bearings using an R0F þ bearing test rig. The master curve forms an important contribution to the development of grease life models.
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Introduction
Grease is widely used as a lubricant in rolling bearings. It is
often preferred over oil because it does not easily leak out of
the bearing and has good sealing properties (Lugt (1)). After
the churning phase, the grease forms reservoirs from which
lubricant is released to the contacts to separate the rolling
elements from the rings by a lubricant film. At some point
in time, the grease is no longer able to lubricate, which is
called the end of grease life. Generally, the limited life span
of the grease determines the life of the bearing. This can be
overcome by relubrication; a reasonable relubrication interval can be calculated using grease life models (Lugt (1)).
Generally, grease life is determined by two effects: mechanical deterioration (the dominating mechanism at low and
moderate temperature; e.g., below 70 C) and chemical
deterioration (mainly at high temperature; e.g., higher than
120 C; Lugt (1); Ito, et al. (2)). The present article addresses
the first aspect: mechanical degradation.
Mechanical degradation of a grease is mainly caused by
pressure and shear. Grease may soften during aging and possibly leak out of the bearing (Lundberg and H€
oglund (3)); on
the other hand, thickening/stiffening may occur, resulting in a
loss of oil bleeding capacity (Lugt (1); Salomonsson, et al. (4);
Couronne and Vergne (5)). This grease aging behavior is
highly dependent on the operating/working conditions
(including temperature), chemical composition of the grease,
and the grease thickener microstructure.
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Spiegel, et al. (6) assumed a particle thickener microstructure and described the degradation process using a fatigue
model. Moore and Cravath (7) aged soap-based greases
using the roll stability test to study the breakdown of the
thickener structure. They proposed an exponential model
indicating that the decreasing rate of the change in grease
consistency is proportional to the breakage rate of the thickener structure; that is, the thickener geometry was used as a
gauge to monitor the grease aging process. Czarny (8) developed an empirical equation describing the drop of grease
viscosity in terms of the number of shear cycles applied.
Using Czarny’s equation, Plint and Alliston-Greiner (9) proposed a half-life parameter to describe the grease aging
inside a grease worker: the half-life was defined as the time
at which the grease has lost half of its initial viscosity.
However, these empirical models are often limited to the
specific aging test rigs, and a universal aging model that is
capable of describing the grease aging in various conditions
still remains unavailable.
To give a common description of degradation dynamics,
Bryant, et al. (10) employed entropy as a fundamental measure of degradation and applied this thermodynamic concept
to characterize the degradation process of adhesive and fretting wear. Rezasoltani and Khonsari (11) applied this theory
on the mechanical aging of grease. By shearing lithium complex greases in a rheometer at relatively low temperatures
(25–45  C), a linear relationship between the generated
entropy and the grease aging behavior (change of
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Nomenclature
Ce
CT
Eb
Egw
Em
Fa
Fgw
Fr
K
L50
Lpiston
M
Mrr
Msl
N
n
R2

Correcting factor for the bearing aging energy
Arrhenius correction factor
Bearing friction energy density (J=mm3 )
Input work density inside the grease worker (J=mm3 )
Corrected energy density during the Couette aging procedure (J=mm3 )
Axial load applied in the R0F þ test (N)
Drag force generated inside the grease worker (N)
Radial load applied in the R0F þ test (N)
Coefficient of degradation
Estimated bearing life at which 50% of the bearing population has failed (h)
Length of a stroke in the grease worker (m)
Torque (Nm)
Rolling frictional moment generated from the
R0F þ bearing (Nm)
Sliding frictional moment generated from the
R0F þ bearing (Nm)
Rotational speed (rpm )
Degradation exponent
Goodness value of the fitting

consistency) was found. They later used this concept to
build a shear life model (Rezasoltani and Khonsari (12)), in
which the grease life was determined by the time at which a
critical consistency would be reached. In an earlier paper
(Zhou, et al. (13)), the current authors also used this entropy
concept to develop a master curve for the shear degradation
of grease. However, when performing prolonged aging tests
in a Couette aging machine, the results showed that this linear aging behavior was not able to fully describe the grease
shear aging process: the grease aging rate was found to
decrease in time, ultimately showing asymptotic behavior
where the aging process practically ends. This is plausible;
after all, because the size of the thickener fibers decreases in
time, there is a reduced probability for breakage of these
fragmented fibers, resulting in a continuous reduction in the
aging rate (Moore and Cravath (7)). Similar grease aging
behavior was shown in the literature (Lugt (1); Spiegel, et al.
(6)). Therefore, an exponential aging equation was proposed
(Zhou, et al. (13)).
The mechanical aging tests described above were performed at relatively low temperatures; that is, at the low
ends of the “green temperature window” (Lugt (1)), where
chemical degradation is not dominant. In addition to oxidation, grease will experience thermal degradation (Hurley,
et al. (14)). Couronne and Vergne (5) worked on the thermal aging of lithium-thickened greases. Their rheological
evaluation and microstructure measurements showed that at
elevated temperature (150 C), lithium grease was weakened,
even in the absence of oxidation. Plint and Alliston-Greiner
(9) sheared lithium grease in a self-made viscometer. They
observed that when aging at high temperatures, the influence of shearing on the grease’s viscosity loss is more pronounced. Cyriac, et al. (15) studied the temperature
dependency of the yield stress for various greases and found
that for both lithium- and polyurea-thickened greases, the

Ra
Sg
T
T0
t
tb
Va
Vb
Vgw
W
Y
Y1
Yi
c_ a
c_ ps
sy

Surface roughness of the measuring plates (centerline
average, lm )
Generated entropy per unit volume during aging
(J=mm3 K )
Applied temperature during aging ( C )
Reference temperature ( C )
Grease aging time (s)
R0F þ bearing running time (s)
Grease volume inside the Couette aging machine (mm3 )
Grease filling volume inside the R0F þ test bearings
(mm3 )
Grease volume inside the grease worker (mm3 )
Input work during the Couette aging procedure (J )
Rheological properties of the grease during aging
Second-stage rheological value after infinitely long aging
Initial rheological value for fresh grease
Aging shear rate (s1 )
Shear rate for preshear (s1 )
Yield stress obtained from the oscillatory strain sweep
test (PaÞ

yield stress reduces by a factor of 2 by a certain temperature
increase. A decrease in grease yield stress at higher temperature was also shown by Karis, et al. (16), Gow (17), and
Froishterer (18). Ide, et al. (19) predicted the grease life of
lithium soap–thickened grease using thermogravimetry tests.
They concluded that the activation energy based on
Arrhenius’s law is an appropriate parameter in grease life
prediction. To summarize: to capture the mechanical aging
of grease, the mechanical work put into the grease (shear) as
well as temperature play a role. A grease aging master curve
should therefore take both factors into account.
The current article extends the work that was earlier published in Zhou, et al. (13) where the shear degradation was
described at a fixed temperature. The influence of temperature
on shear degradation will be included in this study. The
results show that elevated temperatures accelerate aging due
to the possible change in thickener properties (Salomonsson,
et al. (4); Couronne, and Vergne (5); Bondi, et al. (20)), which
is not well described by the entropy concept (Rezasoltani and
Khonsari (12); Zhou, et al. (13)). It will be shown that grease
degradation is determined by the energy density where the
Arrhenius equation should be used to include thermal effects,
called corrected energy density, Em, here. Oxidation did not
occur, which was confirmed by Fourier transform infrared
(FTIR) measurements. Based on this, a modified grease aging
master curve has been developed and validated using a conventional grease worker test (ASTM D217) equipped with a
load sensor to measure the work exerted on the grease.
At the end of this article, the master curve will be applied
to the aging in full bearings; that is, grease aged using a
R0F þ grease tester equipped with deep-groove ball bearings.
The results show that although grease aging is more complex inside rolling bearings, the overall aging behavior demonstrates a trend similar to that described by the proposed
curve. Based on this, a potential application of the master
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Table 1. Composition and properties of the tested greases.
Grease

Thickener

Base oil viscosity at 40 C=100 C NLGI

Mass fraction of the thickener

Base oil

LiX/PAO Lithium complex

0.20

PAO

191/42 cSt

2–3

PU/E

0.26

Synthetic ester

70/9.4 cSt

2–3

AFM phase contrast

AFM topography image

10  10 lm
Polyurea

5  5 lm

Figure 2. Schematic drawing of the aging head.

Figure 1. Schematic drawing of the Couette aging machine.

curve on grease life prediction inside a deep-groove ball
bearing will be illustrated.

Materials and methods
Tested grease
Commercial greases based on two types of thickeners combined with different base oils were tested; that is, a lithium
complex soap grease with poly-alpha-olefin (PAO) base oil,
denoted by LiX/PAO, and polyurea-thickened grease with
ester base oil, denoted by PU/E. Both greases have a fiberlike thickener structure. Some relevant information about
these greases is summarized in Table 1. The microstructure
of the grease thickener was obtained using atomic force
microscopy (AFM) in tapping mode.
Shear aging test
During practical usage, grease will experience both shear
and thermal stress. To perform grease aging at both controlled shear rates and temperatures, a new aging machine
was designed and built. The machine is here referred to as
the Couette aging machine.
Figures 1 and 2 show a schematic overview of the aging
setup. To ensure homogeneous shear, the grease will be

sheared between a cylindrical housing and a biconical bob.
The angle of the conical ends was chosen such that a similar
shear rate field will occur in the conical and cylindrical sections of the working head (Malkin, et al. (21)). One of the
challenges is keeping the grease in the Couette geometry
because, due to the Weissenberg effect, the grease will flow
upwards in the gap. This was accomplished by driving the
rotating bob via a magnetic coupling through a stainless steel
lid. Additionally, grease leakage, evaporation of base oil, and
oxidation of the grease are limited due to the airtight seal created by the lid and an o-ring. To ensure a proper alignment
of the bob, two small ball bearings are placed inside the aging
head. Before an aging test, fresh grease is injected via the
grease fitting (Fig. 2). Once completely full, the aging head is
closed and immersed in the thermal bath.
During aging, the temperature is recorded from the
thermocouple at the bottom of the housing case; see Figs. 1
and 2. From the motor current, the torque and therefore the
generated drag when shearing the grease can be calculated
by subtracting the reference torque value, which was
recorded when running the Couette aging machine with no
grease filling inside the aging head.
To study the influence of temperature on aging, grease
will be aged at controlled temperatures for specific aging
periods. The aging temperatures were chosen as 50, 85, and
120  C. The highest aging temperature was selected as
120 C, which is considered the highest acceptable working
temperature for standard lithium soap–thickened grease in
ball bearings (Couronne and Vergne (5)). The shear rate
was selected equal to one of the values applied in the
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Table 2. Shear aging condition.
Aging at constant shear rate c_ a ¼ 175 s1

50 C
5 h,
5 h, 8 h,
85 C
120 C
5 h, 10 h,
5 h, 10 h, 25 h,
50 C

10 h, 19 h,
85 C
10 h, 17 h,
120 C
Aged at 85 C, 350 s1 for 1 h, followed by aging at 50 C, 175 s1 for 1 h
Aged at 50 C, 175 s1 for 2 h, followed by aging at 25 C, 350 s1 for 2 h

PU/E
LiX/PAO

Mixed aging (PU/E)

Table 3. Thermal aging conditions.
Heating time (h)
Temperature ( C)
50
85
120

LiX/PAO

PU/E

2, 5, 8, 20, 100
2, 5, 8, 20, 100
2, 5, 8, 20, 100

2, 5, 10, 20, 40, 120
2, 5, 10, 20, 40, 120
2, 5, 10, 20, 40, 120

previous paper: c_ a ¼ 175 s1 (Zhou, et al. (13)). The input
work W was calculated as
ð
M  N  2p
W¼
dt;
[1]
60
where the torque M (N  m) and rotational speed N (rpm)
were collected from the motor; t is the aging time
in seconds.
To verify that the aging process is independent of the
applied shear rate (presented in the earlier work; Zhou,
et al. (13)), aging tests were performed on fresh PU/E using
various shear rates. The aging conditions in the Couette
aging machine are listed in Table 2.
Thermal aging test
Thermal aging tests were performed by inserting 11 g of
fresh grease into a glass bottle, sealed by aluminum foil. The
sealed samples were subsequently heated in an oven at various temperatures. This makes it possible to investigate the
influence of only temperature on the grease aging properties.
Temperatures and time spans similar to those used for the
Couette aging machine tests were selected. The test conditions are shown in Table 3.

25 h
40 h
50 h
50 h
50 h
29 h

shown in Table 4. Then the worked PU/E was collected from
the bearing and mixed to form a homogenous structure,
because the volumes were too small to collect grease from
specific locations inside the bearing. Most of the grease was
collected on the inner surface of the shield as shown in Fig. 3.
Sample characterization
To evaluate the change in grease properties from the aging tests,
the yield stress was measured for fresh and aged grease samples
in an MCR 501 Anton-Paar rheometer using a plate–plate
geometry, with 1-mm measuring gap (sufficiently high compared to the tested grease fiber length) and roughened surfaces
(top plate: Ra ¼ 1:5 lm; bottom plate: Ra ¼ 2:3 lm) to
decrease wall-slip effects. Once the sample was loaded, preshear
was applied following the DIN standard (Deutsches Institut f€
ur
Normung (23); c_ ps ¼ 100 s1 for 60 s at 25 C). After 30-min
relaxation time, oscillatory strain sweep measurements were performed, where the shear strain ranged from 103 % to 103 % at
1 Hz and 25 C. Based on the stress–strain curve, the yield stress
sy was obtained at the point where a predefined deviation from
the linear stress–strain behavior takes place (Cyriac, et al. (24)).
For every tested sample, at least two rheological measurements
were performed. In the rest of this article, the aging results will
be plotted as a marker indicating the average value with the corresponding measuring spread. In addition, to check whether
chemical reactions took place during aging, FTIR measurements
were carried out for both fresh and aged samples.

Results and discussion
Entropy concept trial

R0F 1 test
To study the grease aging inside a bearing, fresh PU/E was
aged using an SKF R0F þ test rig. The R0F þ is a test rig
designed to determine grease life, where two pairs of deepgroove ball bearings (two test bearings and two support bearings) are tested under specific temperature, speed, and load
for prolonged running (Lugt (1); Lugt, et al. (22)). In these
grease aging tests, the bearings were shielded and filled with
approximately 30% of the bearing free volume using fresh
PU/E (giving an initial fill volume of Vb ¼ 1:6  103 mm3 ).
To avoid bearing failures (because the goal is to study grease
degradation), the applied load should be relatively low but
high enough to prevent skidding.
Two test conditions were selected, under which the bearings were run for specific periods of time but always shorter
than the estimated grease life. The R0F þ test conditions are

In our previous paper (Zhou, et al. (13)), the entropy concept
was applied to describe the aging process of lithium soap grease
(with a fibrous thickener structure) at multiple shear rates.
There were no data to show that the concept would properly
include the effect of temperature. Therefore, additional tests on
the Couette aging machine for different temperatures have now
been conducted. The entropy density Sg is calculated by dividing the input work W over the grease sample volume Va and
the aging temperature T (Rezasoltani and Khonsari (11)):
Sg ¼

W=Va
:
T

[2]

The yield stress variation during aging for both LiX/PAO
and PU/E is plotted against the entropy generation density
in Fig. 4. This figure shows different aging curves for different temperatures, which implies that the entropy generation
density is not the suitable parameter to describe aging.
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Table 4. R0F þ test condition.
Running temperature ( C)

Axial load Fa (N)

Radial load Fr (N)

Rotational speed N (rpmÞ

Running time (h)

120
120

500
270

50
70

10,000
15,000

22, 195
100, 235, 600

Condition 1
Condition 2

The fitting results shown in Fig. 7 suggest that for LiX/
PAO, the thermal effect on the change of yield stress can be
expressed as
sy ¼ 2:3 lnðt  CT Þ þ 56;

[3]

sy ¼ 4:5 lnðt  CT Þ þ 90:

[4]

and for PU/E as

Figure 3. Sample collection after R0F þ test.

In order to include thermal effects in the shear aging
model, first pure thermal aging will be addressed in the
absence of shear.

This reduction in yield stress with increasing temperature
is likely to be one of the reasons for the reduction in grease
life with increasing temperature. It is apparent that the factor of 10 and 15 C for a reduction in yield stress with a factor of 2 is similar to the reduction in grease life with a
factor of 2 (Lugt (1); Kawamura, et al. (26)).
A master curve for grease aging

Thermal aging results
To study only the effect of the elevated temperature on
grease aging, time sweep isothermal aging tests were performed on fresh LiX/PAO and PU/E at 50, 85, and 120  C.
According to the FTIR spectra, no extra peak is observed,
confirming the absence of oxidation; see Fig. 5.
The thermal aging results are shown in Fig. 6, where the
yield stress versus the logarithmic heating time at different
temperatures was plotted. Clearly, for each temperature, the
yield stress shows a descending trend versus the heating
time. In addition, when baked at higher temperature, the
aging rate increases, which agrees with the Couette aging
machine test observation as shown in Fig. 4.
Couronne and Vergne (5) attributed this thermal effect
on grease aging to the variation in thickener structure. They
concluded that high temperature makes the fibers more brittle and therefore breakage of such fibers will be easier.
Salomonsson, et al. (4) made similar observations: after 7
days’ aging inside a beaker at 120 C, the thickener fiber
length decreased from 1 to 0:1 lm, whereas the average
fiber diameter increased from 30 to 50 nm. Huang, et al.
(25) attributed the fiber shortening of lithium soap–based
grease to the loss of physical bonding of thickener molecules
at high temperature (120  C). These observations may very
well explain why grease deteriorates faster at higher temperature: thermal weakening.
The three isothermal aging curves in Fig. 6 could be
merged together by correcting the thermal aging time t (h)
with an Arrhenius correction factor CT at a reference temperature T0 : for LiX/PAO CT ¼ 2
TT0
10

TT0
15

and for PU/E

CT ¼ 2 . In the current study, room temperature ð25 CÞ
is selected as the reference value, so T0 ¼ 25 C. In this way,
the isothermal heating time is transferred to the heating
time at reference temperature and a temperature-independent curve is fit; see Fig. 7.

It was shown above that in the absence of oxygen, grease thermal aging can be described as a function of temperature by
correcting the isothermal heating time using the Arrhenius
correction factor CT . When evaluating the grease aging inside
the Couette aging machine, the input work was calculated by
integrating the product of torque and speed over the aging
time (Eq. [1]). Because both thermal aging behavior in the
oven and shear aging behavior in the Couette aging machine
are described as a function of time, the applied work is used
with an Arrhenius temperature correction (here called corrected energy density, Em ), giving a master curve for the
mechanical aging of grease, taking both temperature and
shear effects into account. The corrected energy density Em
then reads
Em ¼

CT  W
;
Va

[5]

where W is the mechanical work; CT is the Arrhenius correction factor, which was derived from the pure thermal aging
tests; and Va is the grease volume inside the Couette aging
machine. Here the reference temperature is again T0 ¼ 25 C.
Note that the unit for Em is J/mm3.
The aging results for PU/E and LiX/PAO in terms of Em
are presented in Figs. 8 and 9. As shown in the figures,
when plotted against the corrected energy density Em , the
aging behavior shows a trend similar to that for the shear
degradation of lithium grease in the previous study (Zhou,
et al. (13)): a progressive degradation phase at the beginning
and slower degradation afterwards. Therefore, the previous
developed grease aging model is applicable in an adapted
form, where the generated entropy density Sg is replaced by
the corrected energy density Em :
Y¼

Yi Y1
þ Y1 ;
1 þ K  Em n

[6]

where Y represents the rheological property (in this case the
yield stress), with the index i representing the initial
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Figure 4. Yield stress vs. entropy generation density at various aging temperatures for (a) LiX/PAO and (b) PU/E.

Figure 5. FTIR comparison between the fresh and thermal aged (a) LiX/PAO and (b) PU/E.

Figure 6. Yield stress (measured at 25 C, 1 Hz) for purely thermal aged samples: (a) LiX/PAO and (b) PU/E.

rheological value for fresh grease and 1 representing the
second-stage value for the sample aged for a long time; K
and n are the coefficient of degradation and the exponent of
degradation obtained from the curve fitting. This aging
model fits well for both PU/E and LiX/PAO; see Figs. 8 and
9 as well as Table 5. Clearly, when applying the corrected
energy density Em , the grease aging behavior inside the
Couette aging machine can now be described independent
of the aging shear rate and aging temperature.
A grease with a higher degradation coefficient K and
exponent n is more fragile and sensible to shear. Reaching the
second phase of grease degradation inside a bearing does not
mean that the fragmented thickener, together with the base oil,

will no longer function as a lubricant. On the contrary, it was
shown previously that grease with smaller thickener particles
generates thicker films than grease with larger thickener particles (Cyriac, et al. (27)). However, the destruction of the thickener network will have an effect on grease bleed and grease
consistency, which again will have an impact on the grease performance and may determine the grease life inside a bearing.
Validation of the master curve aging model
Thus far, the grease aging model has been developed based
on samples prepared in the in-house-made Couette aging
machine, where grease is subjected to uniform shear only.
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Figure 7. Pure thermal aging results using the Arrhenius correction factor: (a) LiX/PAO and (b) PU/E.
Table 5. Parameters for the master curve equation.
LiX/PAO
PU/E

Yi (sy PaÞ

Y1 (sy PaÞ

K

n

Goodness-of-fit value R2

54
100

10
10

0.04
1.1

0.89
0.34

0.94
0.97

Table 6. Aging strokes for PU/E inside the DIN grease worker.
Number of strokes

130

655

6,550

13,100

131,000

Figure 8. Yield stress vs. Em for PU/E aged inside the Couette aging machine.

Figure 10. Validation of grease aging master curve for PU/E inside a
grease worker.

P
Egw ¼
Figure 9. Yield stress vs. Em for LiX/PAO aged inside the Couette
aging machine.

To check whether this concept can be more widely applied,
the master curve was also applied to a conventional scaled
grease worker where fresh grease was aged at the reference
temperature of 25 C varying the number of strokes as listed
in Table 6 (DIN ISO D217). This validation test was only
carried out using PU/E.
To measure the input energy for the grease worker, the
generated drag load Fgw during the aging process was
recorded by a load cell mounted under the grease worker
container. The input energy density Egw was calculated by
summing the product of the load Fgw and the length of a
stroke Lpiston during the aging process, divided by the grease
volume inside the container Vgw :

Fgw  Lpiston
:
Vgw

[7]

The yield stress of fresh and aged PU/E was plotted
against the input energy and the result fits well with the
grease aging master curve; see Fig. 10. This suggests that the
master curve is generally applicable for prediction/describing
the mechanical aging of grease.
Application of the aging master curve to a bearing
In this section, the master curve will be applied to grease aging
inside a rolling bearing. The grease flow inside a rolling bearing consists of two phases. After filling the bearing with grease
and starting up, the grease will first experience a churning
phase, where a large fraction of the grease will be churned and
moved toward the unswept area. During this phase, excessive
shear on the grease takes place. At the end of this phase, most
of the grease has ended up under the cage, on the shield/seal
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Table 7. R0F þ test results for PU/E.
Sample
Fresh PU/E
Condition 1
Condition 2

22 h
195 h
100 h
235 h
600 h

Bearing frictional
torque M (N  m)

Correcting
factor Ce

Bearing friction energy
density Eb (Jmm3 )

Yield stress measured
at 25 C (Pa)

0
3.4 102

0
2:0  104

2.6 102

2:0  104

0
1:7  103
1:5  104
9:0  103
2:1  104
5:4  104

100
63
58
43
52
30

Figure 11. PU/E R0F þ results and the Couette aging curve fit.

Figure 12. PU/E grease aging curve based on the R0F þ results.

inner surface and bearing shoulders. During the next phase, a
fraction of the grease from the reservoirs may fall back into
the contact area by, for example, vibrations, cage scraping, or
shear caused by (gently) touching the rolling elements (Cann
and Lubrecht (28); Lugt, et al. (29)). In this phase, only a fraction of the grease will be sheared. Hence, the grease will not
be uniformly aged inside a rolling bearing and calculation of
the imposed mechanical work on the grease in a rolling bearing will not be straightforward.
The aging test in a rolling bearing was performed via the
R0F þ test, using PU/E grease in a deep-groove ball bearings
(6204-2Z) for different periods of running time under two
test conditions (Table 4). The yield stress for the grease after
the bearing test is shown in Table 7. The yield stress
decreases as a function of time, similar to aging the grease
in the Couette aging machine or grease worker.
The friction energy density inside the bearing Eb was calculated by integrating the product of frictional torque M
and angular speed over time (Eq. [1]) divided by the total
initial grease filling volume Vb . For the R0F þ shielded bearing, the frictional torque M is obtained by making use of
the SKF model (SKF Group (30)):

The results are plotted as the yield stress measured at
25 C versus the friction energy density Eb in Fig. 11. The
result does not fit onto the master curve. The reasons are
obvious: the aged PU/E was collected from the 6204-2Z as a
mixture of grease from the various parts of the bearing; that
is, from the areas where grease was subjected to shear but
also from the areas where the grease was stationary.
Therefore, a fraction of the grease will be aged and this volume will be smaller than the total initial fill, which is clearly
different from the aging inside the Couette aging machine.
A good fit was obtained by multiplying the frictional
energy density with a correcting factor Ce ¼ 2:0  104 so
that the bearing frictional energy density Eb can be translated to the corrected input energy density Em inside the
Couette aging machine:

M ¼ Mrr þ Msl ;

[8]

where Mrr is the rolling frictional moment and Msl is the
sliding frictional moment.
The SKF friction torque model was developed for steadystate running condition; that is, after the churning phase,
where the friction torque is more or less stable. Each of the
R0F þ tests was started with a freshly greased bearing.
Therefore, the tests include primarily the starting fraction of
a bearing service life and the friction torque M was considered constant during the running time. The calculated frictional torque M and the bearing friction energy density Eb
for the R0F þ tests are given in Table 7.

Em ¼ Ce  Eb :

[9]

It is no surprise that the Ce value is small. After all, the
bearing friction energy density Eb is calculated based on a
combination of sliding and rolling friction moment (Eq. [6]),
which is larger than the energy dissipated in only shearing the
grease. Additionally, inside the bearing, a major fraction of
the grease is quite immobile after the churning phase and it is
not the total volume of grease that will be severely sheared.
This correcting factor Ce is thus applied to correct the grease
aging energy and to compensate for the uncertainty in the
stressed grease volume and the shear of grease inside the bearing. It is apparent that with the corrected energy (Ce  Eb ), the
R0F þ results follow the master curve (Fig. 11). Therefore, the
aging master curve can be translated to the bearing running
time tb by making use of Eqs. [1] and [9]:
Em ¼ Ce  Eb ¼ Ce 

MN2p
60

Vb

 tb

;

[10]

where the unit of the bearing running time tb is seconds.

TRIBOLOGY TRANSACTIONS

Based on the master curve parameters in Table 5 and
Eqs. [6] and [10], the translated grease aging curve for PU/E
in terms of the R0F þ bearing running time tb reads
sy ¼

10010

0:34 þ 10:
MN2p
t
1 þ 1:1  Ce  60Vb b

[11]

In Fig. 12, the translated grease aging curve for each test
condition is plotted with the corresponding R0F þ results
versus the bearing running time. The two translated curves
are very close to each other. This is logical, because the difference in the current two R0F þ running conditions and
the corresponding bearing frictional torque M is small (see
Tables 4 and 7), resulting in similar translated curves.
The grease life calculated from the SKF grease life model
(SKF Group (30)) is also plotted on the grease aging curve
in Fig. 12, together with the corresponding yield stress value
calculated from Eq. [11]: in the case of 15,000 rpm, the
grease life inside a 6204-2Z bearing is expected to be
L50 ¼ 4,500 h, when the yield stress would drop to 29 Pa; in
the case of 10,000 rpm, L50 ¼ 11,500 h, when the yield
stress would drop to 25 Pa.
It is tempting to use the master curve, with critical yield
stress as a method to predict grease life. According to the
master curve, the end of grease life for both operating conditions in the R0F þ test is reached at an critical value of the
yield stress, which is close to the lower limit and suggests
that the end of grease life is given by the point in time
where the active fraction of the grease has almost lost its
consistency. However, this critical yield stress may not be
unique. It may be grease, bearing, and operating condition
dependent. The evaluation can only be made if the mechanical work the grease experiences inside the bearing is known
in detail. This needs to be further investigated in future
research and can only be explored using rolling bearing
grease life tests.

Conclusion
In this study, the influence of shear and temperature on the
aging of fibrous structured greases has been studied by aging
grease inside an in-house-made Couette aging machine
under controlled shear rate and temperature. The change in
rheological properties is a function of the energy per
stressed volume. The results demonstrate that increasing
temperature accelerates the mechanical aging process and
that this thermal effect can be described using an Arrhenius
correction factor. Based on this, a grease aging model is
constructed using the imposed energy corrected for temperature, leading to a master curve for the mechanical aging
of grease. The master curve was validated using a grease
worker. It was subsequently applied to grease aged inside
deep-groove ball bearings, showing that the concept also
applies to grease aging in a rolling bearing. This master
curve could be used as a potential building block or screening method for grease life. It is important to mention that
the current model only describes shear degradation. A full
grease life model should include not only all aging
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components but also their impact on lubrication performance and can only be validated using rolling bearing grease
life tests.
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